This note is concerned with the following problem: For a given matrix A E C'Ix" and a vector a E C", does there exist a mapping 2' assigning to each manic polynomial f of degree n a vector X(f) E C" such that the matrix B := A -a.
INTRODUCTION
A matrix B E C" x n is called a companion matrix of a manic polynomial f iff the characteristic polynomial xB of B is equal to (-l>"f.
The well-known Frobenius companion matrix, Werner's companion matrix [Id] , and Smith's companion matrix [IS] (also used in particular form in [2, 6, 151) have the following structure: Given a matrix A E CnXn and a vector a E C", then for an arbitrary manic polynomial f of degree n E N there exists a vector bf E @" such that dyadic product. In this approach the key is that in Br only lof depends on f.
Therefore we restrict ourselves in this note to the class of these companion matrices, and we are led to the following definition. DEFINITION 1.1. We shall use the symbols N, K, and P,~""" for the positive integers, the real or complex numbers, and the manic polynomials of degree n, respectively.
Let HEN, AEK"~",
and a E K". In this note a mapping X: P,~O"" -+ K" is said to generute companion matrices with respect to (A, u> iff A -~1. X( f) ' is a companion matrix of f.
Then (A, a> is said to be g&generating.
In this note we will characterize the 6Y'_gencrating (A, a> and determine the corresponding mapping. First we consider some well-known examples. EXAMPLE 1.2.
Let a := (0,.
,o, 1)' E IK", and A := bidiag(a,,cu,,...,cu.) E Kftx" denote the bidiagonal matrix in MnX" with the diagonal elements or,.
, a,, E K and the n -1 superdiagonal elements 1,. . , 1 (all other entries being zero). Then generates companion matrices with respect to (A, n), where [cY~,...,cY~] ~ denotes the divided difference of f with respect to the knots (Y,, , ak. B: =A-a..Z(f) ' is Werner's companion matrix [14] . The proof of (1) . , ai) E Kktxkl, and a, := (cl:,, , at')' E Kkr, where 1 (I:'= (ki _,)!u("'mi'(a() (~~{l,...,ki}) Denote byA:=diag(A,,...,A,,,)ERb"X" the block-diagonal matrix with the nz matrices
A, E Kbk~xkl,. .., A,,, E KL,,'xkm, as generates companion matrices with respect to (A, n). B := A -a. X(f)' is Smith's companion matrix [13] . There, (1) is proved by transforming the Frobenius companion matrix with an explicit similarity transformation into B.
3.
Let or, (Ye,. ., a,, E K be distinct, let a := (1,. ..,l)' E K", and let
A:=diag(a,,...,(y,,)~Ijb"~" denote the diagonal matrix in Knx" with the diagonal elements or,. . , a,, E K. Then generates companion matrices with respect to (A, (1). B := A -a. X(f)'
is a particular case of Smith's companion matrix and is used in [Is] 
Obviously, any similarity transformation of a companion matrix is again a companion matrix:
generates companion matrices with respect to (A, u) 
' generutes companion matrices with respect to (T-'.A.T, T-". a).
However, in this note we will not use Theorem 1.3 to construct companion matrices, although it is possible (see Corollary 4.2 below). Instead we use an algebraic argument (Lemma 2.1) and an analytic one (exact interpolation of polynomials) to construct companion matrices, i.e. to characterize a mapping generating companion matrices with respect to suitable (A, a).
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in the next section we present the linear construction of companion matrices in Section 3. We shall see that if (A, a) is 4kgenerating, then A is nonderogatory and the &/-generating mapping .X' is unique. Moreover, a linearly constructed companion matrix has some special properties, which are presented in Section 4. In the following sections we give some examples and present a product rule for companion matrices. In Section 7 we apply Gershgorin's theorem and obtain optimal error estimates for polynomial roots in the sense of smallest Gershgorin discs [5] . Finally, we discuss the extension to blockcompanion matrices and give an example of nonlinear construction of companion matrices.
NOTATION, PRELIMINARIES
For a matrix A E K I" x1' let A', A(j), ]Al, and (if n = m) clet A, a(A) E @, and xA denote the transpose, the submatrix of A with rows I c (1,. . , m) and columns J Ccl,..., n), the matrix of absolute values, and the determinant, the set of the eigenvalues, and the characteristic polynomial of A, respectively. I,, denotes the n-dimensional unit matrix. diag and bidiag will always be used as in Example 1.2.
Let P, p,l, and EJ,l:)l""ic denote the sets of all polynomials, polynomials of degree n, and manic polynomials of degree n respectively. For xi,
, xk E K, define n,, ,,...,. rrj E P"'""lc by Il(* ,,,,,, Jr) := llf;& -xi>, x E K. As a convention, 2mpty sums and empty products are set equal to 0 and 1 respectively, while unspecified entries in matrices are always zero.
The essential tool in proving our results is the next Lemma, the proof of which can be found in [9, (IS), p. 171.
LEMMA 2.1.
Z& A E lK1lX" und a, I? E 06". Let x E lK\a(A).
Then
LINEAR CONSTRUCTION OF COMPANION MATRICES
To describe the first result we need some abbreviations.
NOTATION 3.1.
For A E Knx" and a E K;" let P(A,a),: 
This defines the unique mappin, 0 which generutes companion matrices with respect to (A, a) und will always be denoted by qA,(,).
Proof.
Using Lemma 2.1 and Cramer's rule, one obtains for all h E IK"
Hence (A, a> is &%/-generating iff span{P(A, a>,,
are simple alternative formulations of (i) (b) . n REMARK 3.3.
(i) Let A E K"'", a E K", and (A, a) be &/-generating. Then qA,ar is not linear, but the "essential part" dim Ker( A -A. I,,) = 1 (7) (1 E Ran& A -A. I,,).
Proof.
Let ( Hence u is not orthogonal to Ker(A* -hl,,) with A* denoting the conjugate transpose of A, and (8) holds. If (7) is not satisfied, there exist linearlv independent x, y E C" with x'~(A-A~I,)=y'~(A-A~l,,)=O.Becauseof(8),+'~afO#~'~u.But z:= x -y(x'u)/'( y'a) # 0 has the above properties, which contradicts the assumption that (A, u) is &&generating. The other implication stated in the theorem will be proved by construction in the next sections; see Remark 62.2. n REMARK 3.5. The condition (7) means that A is nonderogatov, while (8) states that u is the sum of all (not uniquely determined) principal vectors of maximal degree.
4, ON LINEARLY CONSTRUCTED CO~IPANION MATRICES
In this section we discuss some properties of linearly constructed companion matrices. Proof.
In the first case assume A E rr(B)\a(A).
Then for any eigenvec- Let A,,A, E Db"x", u,, (12, b,, 13, E Rb", and let (A,, a,> und (A,,n,) be &&generating. . , xr, of B (xi having the degree i E (1,. , p}>, (A -A.Z,,).xkcl = xk -(+~~)*a, k E {0 ,..., p -l}, xc,:= 0. (9) Moreover, .zt. xi = 0 for ull i E (0,. . . , min{p, y -l)), and xi also is a principal vector of degree i of A corresponding to A for all i E 11,. , min(p, q}).
Proof.
To prove (i) let A E a(B)\rr ( To prove (ii) let A E con a(A) with multiplicities p and y, respectively. The proof of Theorem 3.4 leads to the unique existence of the vector u' given in (ii). Then (B -A. Z,,).x = y implies -ht. x = z'. y. This leads to (9) and x1 also is an eigenvector of A. Let y be a principal vector of both A and B (corresponding to A) such that (A -A. I,). x'= y for r' E K" (this means that the degree of y as a principal vector of A is less than q); then 0 = :'. y. Using this and (9) the rest of (ii) can be proved by induction. W 
EXAMPLES
In this section we consider the linear construction for (A, a) when A is a triangular matrix. The g&generating (A, a) will be characterized. It is not hard to see that for A upper triangular, A is nonderogatory iff condition (i) of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied for all i E (1,. . . , n).
2.
Theorem 5.1 states that the 8kgenerating property of (A, a) does not depend on the first q:=min{j~{l,..., ~z}~A~~~E{A~+,~,+~ ,..., A,,,,}} entries of a, while (A,(O,.
,O, 1)) is &?kgenerating iff A is nonderogatory. 
.,n}).
Since P (A,a) Proof. 1. The conditions (12) reprcscnt a regular liui:ar system of equations which can easily be solved for the coefficicuts f,', ~ ,f,'c E K of .f, E P;l:"t"C, using the Leibniz rule: , a:l) E Ddklxk, and ui := (0,.
where a(A, >, . , v(A ,,,> are distinct. Then Theorem 6.1 leads to with f,' defined in (13) for f E p,y'l"i'. The companion matrix A -~1.
Xc,,, ,i,(f> was introduced by th e author in [3, 41. For later use, we note that for 1) = (II:, . . ..l. ~I;...,l,,i,,...,l~~,,~,,' (This follows from (12) and ( Clearly, man!-exampks can hc derived similarly. Their construction should depend on the particular purpose the?, are needed for.
APPLICATION OF GEKSHGORIN'S THEOREM
In this section we consider the most COIIII~OII use of companion matrices: Gershgorin's theorem yields localization theorems for polynomial roots. . , H,, -f;g, lie outside the closed disc (with center zero and radius A). Thus Gershgorin's theorem proves the lemma. Eventually, we drop the assumption x > 0 and y > 0 using continuity arguments.
[Given E > 0, we can modify the entries of B (by enlargement of D and diminution of I g 1,) f 1, I E -e. gtl, ( F -e. hfl) to get a matrix B, such that l/B -R, (I,< E and (15), (161, (17) hold when x > 0 and y > 0 are replaced by X, > 0 and y, > 0. Then E + O+ yields the lemma.] H REMARK 7.2.
1. For practical application of Lemma 7.1-as well as of the following results-a spectral translation (the center of the inclusion disc is zero) and a permutation of columns and rows is needed. Then, it can be applied to most of the companion matrices of the previous sections so that polynomial roots can be localized. 2. It is known that equality in (18) characterizes the "smallest Gershgorin discs" (see [5, Satz 41 and the references given there). Note that equality in (15), (161, (17) leads to "smallest Gershgorin-discs."
3. Lemma 7.1 will be applied as follow: Given A 2 0, we will compute y E K' by demanding equality in (16). If y > 0 we will compute x E K' by demanding equality in (17). If x > 0 we will check (15) 
Then
If lel.(lh'l. y) < lel then and 1g'l.x + 1h"l.y < 1 implies the conclusion of Lemma 7.1.
Proof.
Note that the inverses used in the definitions of x and y exist and are upper triangular, having positive diagonal elements. By backward substitution it is easily seen that y > 0 and (if 1h'l.y 6 1 or le( = 0) x > 0.
Therefore Lemma 7.1 proves the assertion. n 
The proof is the same as in Corollary 7.3 with the exception that F = 0 directly implies that x 2 0. n REMAKK 7.6.
I. Theorem 7.5 leads to sharp error estimates. For the case when A is diagonal see [6] ; for the companion matrix of Example 6.3.2 see [3, 41. 2. The computation of an extreme real A which satisfies (15), (16), and (17) could be expensive.
In particular cases Theorem 7.5 leads to the computation of a zero of a convex function f; see Example 7.4 for instance. For a simpler but rougher application of Gershgorin's theorem see [2, Satz 3.4.21. 3. In this section only Gershgorin's theorem is applied. Of course other localizations can be used; see [8, 71 for examples. In particular the ovals of Cassini (see [s] ) may be used for the optimal Gershgorin radii.
4. Of course, there exist other applications of companion matrices. For instance, inverse iteration can be used to compute the roots of a polynomial. Since the spectral properties of the companion matrices are unpleasant (e.g. nonnormal; see Theorem 4.1), if multiple roots appear, the common convergence theorems for inverse iteration are not applicable. Nevertheless, these methods can be interesting, e.g. the method of Jenkins and Traub [lo] for the Frobenius companion matrix.
EXTENSIONS
In this section we discuss two extensions of the linear construction of companion matrices. First we consider the case of matrix polynomials (often called A-matrices), and later an example of nonlinear construction of companion matrices. 
Proof.
It is not hard to see that Lemma 2.1 also holds for a, b E KnX"
(if the first factor of the right-hand side of (2) 
which proves the theorem. n This implies that 1 is an eigenvalue of A -a. h'. Therefore a mapping x1 p;x2 --f K"X" such that b := .X'(F) satisfies (22) cannot exist; the construction of Theorem 8.1 is not possible.
Finally we discuss an example of nonlinear construction of companion matrices.
